
We are extremely excited for this product launch and addition to our Terroxy family of products. Since it continues under 
the Terroxy name, we need to differentiate it as well. Hence, the new “RLF” designation. New, yes. Formulated and being 
produced under the same quality standards as our Terroxy product since 2001, rest assured that you can put your total 
confidence in this product. If being Red List Free is not an area of interest, we continue to produce the original line of Terroxy 
products as well.

A key element in our formulation of the new product was consideration of our Contractor partners. The formula we have 
developed mimics that of our current Terroxy product, so the installer and end user should not see much or any changes in 
their installation methods nor the finished product!
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In an effort to keep up with evolving construction standards and continue our commitment towards environmental responsibility 
we are proud to introduce an approved Declare Label Red List Free version of our terrazzo system. Terroxy RLF meets the 
International Living Future Institute’s requirements for being “Red List Free”. T&M recognizes the need for transparency to 
combat “Greenwashing.” Therefore, Terroxy RLF has gone through the rigorous process to become a 3rd party verified Declare 
Label. By utilizing alternative upstream raw materials and suppliers, the RLF system is more sustainable, has a reduced carbon 
footprint, and is nonylphenol & red list free. In addition, Terroxy RLF products contain an average of 20% bio-based content, 
with some containing almost 40% bio-based materials. Incorporating these bio-based raw materials has reduced the Global 
Warming Potential (GWP) of the Terroxy RLF raw materials by up to 40%. 

For more information on the new Terroxy RLF product offering, please reach out to your 
sales representative, your customer service partner or visit our website tmsupply.com.
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